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Twenty-seven-year-old Minnie Wells is in hot water.First, a popular fast-fashion store down the

street from the tea room in Bath, England, is burned to the ground and a dead retail worker

found inside. Then, the authorities confirm the fire was arson and the young woman was

murdered.Even worse, suspicious bite marks were found on her neck. Bites marks that

might’ve come from a vampire or shifter.And since some of Minnie’s best friends at the tea

room are vampires and shifters, she vows to find the killer to keep her innocent pals (and her

crush) safe. Even if she’s still barely learning to use her witchy powers and already has a bit of

a history with the handsome local detective.The very same detective who’s teamed up with a

brash vampire hunter, leading both of them to grow ever more suspicious of Minnie’s snooping

into so many local murders. Hey–it’s not her fault if she happens to be better at putting together

the clues than the local police force.Besides, she’s got a handsome Mr. Darcy-esque vampire

boss, a wise witchy mentor, and her adorable talking black cat familiar on her side. Together,

they’re bound to catch the killer and arsonist–whether they be human or supernatural–and to

get justice for the poor murdered girl. If only she could be so certain that her romantic feelings

for her boss Fitz would lead to something more than friendship.But when her sleuthing leads to

wild a goose chase through the tunnels criss-crossing below the quaint streets of Bath, a run-in

with the infamous vampire council, and local shop keeps to internet influencers with much to

hide, Minnie’s in over her head.Can Minnie tap into her witchy powers in time to catch the killer

and save herself and her friends, or will this brew death and disaster?Steeping Secrets is the

fifth book in the charming Magical Tea Room Mysteries. These books are fun, clean,

imaginative mysteries you’ll stay up all night binging.
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yawn, my eyes watering, then sipped the last of my Earl Grey tea with a generous dose of milk

and sugar. After years in the UK, I’d learned the term for my preferred cuppa was “builder’s

tea.” I blinked my bleary eyes as I spun the mug around so I could read the saying. It was a

portrait of Jane Austen—my favorite writer—with the words “I put the lit in literature.”I grinned.

Gus, my vampire bestie—whose elegant townhome I’d been crashing in for nearly a year—had

bought it for me. He knew I was a fan and an aspiring writer myself, so it was the perfect gift. I

leaned back in the dinette chair and gazed out the huge front window onto our narrow

cobblestone street. The gas streetlamp on the corner still flickered in the dark. It was early

enough that the sky had only begun to lighten to a deep gray gloom. Looked like we’d be in for

another cloudy, drizzly winter day.Lucky for me, I loved the rain. After growing up in the desert

of Arizona, I still couldn’t get enough of the rolling green hills and rushing waters of the Avon

here in Bath. My love of rain showers also probably had a little to do with the fact that I was a

water witch and drew my powers from the enchanted springs that had made Bath a famous

spa town as far back as the Romans and even before them.I picked up my phone from the

wood table, glanced at the time, then stretched my arms overhead. Though it was unnaturally

early, my vampire boss Fitz would probably already be at the Bath Butler Cafe, preheating the

ovens and kneading bread in anticipation of a steady stream of customers to the tearoom.

Plus, we were closing early today for a catering event in the afternoon, so he’d want to get a

jump on all his baking.While I helped serve occasionally, mostly I ran marketing for the

tearoom. While an uphill challenge at first, frankly it’d become easy to market the Jane Austen-



themed cafe in a town full of Regency enthusiasts and tourists. Not to mention, the hunky

servers who dressed as butlers and escorted ladies to the restroom. Who wouldn’t love that?

Since I worked on my laptop, I could do my job from anywhere. But usually I chose to perch on

the stool across from Fitz’s butcher workstation and keep him company in the kitchen.

Unfortunately, it’d gradually led me to get on his schedule, and I now found myself waking up

before dawn.It had its benefits though. Aside from the steady stream of caffeine and scones

Fitz kept coming my way, I also got the pleasure of spending time with the handsome baking

vampire I might’ve had a budding crush on. We’d been spending more time together outside

the tearoom too, going for coffee or strolling through the park. Neither of us had called our

outings dates, though. Since I was still moving on from a painful divorce and Fitz was moving

on from being a bit stuck in his ways (from the 1790s) we were taking things slow.Still, I

wouldn’t have minded a kiss… or a dozen.I mentally shook myself and prepared to scoot back

from the table, but my gaze landed on the contents of my cup. A small clump of tea leaves

floated in the last dregs of my dark tea. I tipped my head to the side. They kind of looked like a

small campfire… no. I squinted my eyes and leaned over the cup. More like a large blaze…A

heavy feeling settled over me, and I drew a deep breath, my eyes locked on the tea leaves. I

swirled the cup gently, a new shape forming at the bottom of the mug. My breathing slowed

more, and a strange but familiar feeling came over me. The hum of the refrigerator, the swish of

a car going by outside the window, the quiet rattle of the central heating—all sounds suddenly

became muffled as I slipped into a trance. The same focused in-tuneness that I felt whenever I

practiced my scrying with my witch mentor, Mim.Mim said I had a natural talent for divination,

in particular hydromancy (which probably made sense given I was a water witch). Blackness

enveloped the edges of my sight so that the cup lay before me in a void. The tea leaves swirled

and settled, and then images flashed across my vision.Orange flames licking at exposed

ductwork.The skin of my arms stung with heat, sweat beading at my brow. I gasped for breath,

but black smoke filled my lungs.The Bath Butler Cafe and a dark sky tinged with an ominous

red glow.Fear made my pulse pound in my temples. My breath came in short, frantic sips.A

dark alleyway, and the man I knew to be a vampire hunter slinking around the corner, dressed

in his long trench coat and tall combat boots.I wanted out of this vision!As soon as I’d so much

as had the thought, I lurched back to the present and sucked in a desperate breath. My fingers

ached, and I glanced down, surprised to find myself gripping the edge of the table, digging my

fingernails into the wood.I almost tipped backward as I shoved back from the table and warily

eyed the teacup, my chest still heaving. I’d never before slipped into a trance like that without

trying. I pressed a hand to my chest. And I’d never experienced physical sensations either, like

the heat toasting my skin or the smoke choking my lungs. That was wild.As I came back to my

senses, I decided all my questions about what I’d just experienced would have to wait for my

lesson with Mim later this week. In the meantime, one thing was clear—I’d seen something

dangerous and threatening and I didn’t want to wait another minute before rushing to the

tearoom to make sure my vampire boss was alright.I leapt to my feet, spun toward the door,

and—Hey, watch it!“Eek!” I shrieked and took a step back, slamming into the dinette table and

rattling my mug.Tilda, my black cat familiar, sat in front of me, her tail curled primly over her

little paws. She shot me a flat look, her head tipped to one side. Am I really that scary?I blew

out a sigh and shook my head. “No, but I just had a vision and am still rattled. Come on—let’s

get to the tearoom. I’ll explain on the way.” I stepped over my cat, since she apparently refused

to budge, and peeked inside my huge leather purse, which rested on the kitchen counter.Tilda

rose, arched her back in a deep stretch, then blinked her bright yellow eyes at me. You scried?

Without me?I glanced over at her and couldn’t hold back a grin. She sounded so petulant. “I



didn’t mean to; it just sort of happened.” I shrugged. “Guess reading the tea leaves is a

thing.”She lifted her nose in the air. Hmph. Well, whatever you saw, I’m sure it can wait long

enough for you to dish me up some tuna breakfast. She batted at her little silver food dish.I

finished checking that I had my laptop, wallet, notebook, and a well-loved copy of Northanger

Abbey in my bag, then slung it over my shoulder and spun to face her.“Sorry, Tilda, not today. I

have a bad feeling in the pit of my stomach, and I want to get into the cafe to check on Fitz.”My

cat’s ears swiveled back and flattened, and the tip of her tail twitched back and forth with

irritation. I’m hungry.That made two of us. But I knew better than to be snippy with my familiar.

My magic had only become powerful enough to hear her voice in my mind in recent months,

but that’d been long enough for me to learn it didn’t pay to get on her bad side. She was

normally a sweetheart, but if I slighted her (in her mind) she’d give me the silent treatment for

days. It bummed me out; plus, as my familiar, she gave my witchy powers a much-needed

boost, so it paid to be careful with her.“I’ll feed you once we get to the tearoom, I promise.” I

raised my brows high and tried to tempt her. “Clotted cream? Salmon?” Fitz wouldn’t

appreciate me raiding his fridge, but he’d understand.Tilda appeared to consider my offer for a

moment, then trotted over, her tail in the air. Okay, it’s a deal, silly.I crouched down to scratch

her head, then hustled to the front door in my socks. I slipped on my boots, then donned my

coat and grabbed my keys from the hook by the door. Tilda darted outside onto the stoop the

second I opened the door and wove between my ankles as I locked up behind me.We jogged

down the steps together and hustled toward the tearoom. Mist rose from sewer grates, and my

exhales fogged the air. As we rounded the corner, my breath caught and I froze in my tracks.A

red glow tinged the low-hanging clouds, and a thick plume of black smoke billowed from the

direction of the tearoom.“Oh no.” Fear tightened my stomach. Fire. Was the tearoom ablaze?

Was Fitz trapped inside? Gus had told me that fire was one of the few things that could kill a

vampire.I took off running, my heavy purse thumping against my side and my cat bounding

along to keep up.2BODY BAGMy heart thundered in my chest as I sprinted down a street full of

honey-colored Georgian buildings and skidded around the corner. A chaotic scene unfolded

before me and brought me up short.Three fire trucks blocked the street, their flashing blue

lights bouncing off the stone walls and windows of nearby buildings, while a dozen police

officers milled about and kept back a small crowd of onlookers. I looked past the barricades

down the narrow street where the Bath Butler Cafe sat and exhaled a sigh of relief. Our

building was safe, which hopefully meant Fitz was, as well.So what was on fire? My chest was

tight with panic and my throat burning from both running and the acrid smoke that hung heavy

in the air. I approached the small crowd that stood rapt, stamping their cold feet and gazing up

at the burning building. Two teams of firefighters aimed thick hoses at a row of open windows

on the second floor. Orange flames flickered there despite the steady stream of water being

shot in.I frowned as I spotted the huge signage on the front of the four-story historic building—

B&C. Wow. The worldwide fast fashion retailer had been remodeling the space for nearly half a

year before having their grand opening last week. And now the whole place had burned down?

That was some terrible luck. Had my vision in the teacup been about this fire? Seemed like too

much of a coincidence for it not to be. But why had the ether sent me a premonition of this?

Whether it was just worry or witchy instincts, I still feared Fitz might somehow be involved. I

glanced around the crowd of onlookers and spotted a tall man who stood a head above the rest

—in coattails and a cravat. I let out the breath I’d been holding and grinned even as tears filled

my eyes. I shook off my relief, scooped Tilda up so she wouldn’t be stepped on, and pushed

through the crowd toward my vampire boss.He glanced over as I rushed up to him.“Fitz.” I shot

him a watery smile. “Thank goodness you’re alright.”He raised his thick brows. “Of course I’m



alright.” He glanced at the burning building and the frenzy of firefighters working to put out the

flames, then frowned down at me, confused. “Did you think I was involved in the fire

somehow?”I shrugged. It sounded silly, I knew, but I couldn’t shake the feeling. “I, uh—” I

flashed my eyes at him, hoping he’d get my meaning. “Just had a strong hunch something was

wrong and hurried over.”His dark eyes widened. “Ah. Really?” His gaze darted to the fire, then

his expression softened as he turned to me. “And you were concerned?”I blew out a huff and

fanned myself with my free hand. “So concerned I sprinted all the way from Gus’s.” I shot him a

grin. “I’m relieved to know you’re alright.”He smiled back, then grew grim as he looked at the

smoldering B&C. “I can't say the same for this shop.”I pressed my lips together. “I hope

everyone’s alright.” I hefted Tilda up in my arms, and Fitz appeared to notice her for the first

time.“Oh, morning, Tilda.”She purred, the vibration rumbling in my chest. Good morning. She

turned to me. Is it salmon time yet?Could she not tell there were extenuating circumstances at

the moment? Then again, that raised a good question. “Can we get through this to the

tearoom?”Fitz nodded. “I believe so, though we’ll have to go around to the other end of the

street. I was on my way in when I came upon this.”We stood in silence, a tense hush over the

crowd of onlookers, and watched as the firefighters turned the tide. The orange flames

gradually died down, and the plume of smoke thinned. Just as I was about to open my mouth

and say something about it looking like it was under control, two firefighters emerged from a

smoky doorway, carrying a stretcher between them with a body bag on it.Gasps sounded

throughout the crowd, and I pressed a hand over my mouth. How terrible! Someone had been

caught in the blaze. The fire must’ve started overnight or in the wee hours of the morning. I

guessed it was probably a security guard or janitorial worker—who else would be at the

clothing store in the middle of the night?“So sad,” I murmured.Tilda, who could always sense

when I needed extra comfort, stretched up and nuzzled her head under my chin. I dipped my

face and gave her a quick kiss between her soft ears. Fitz edged closer and slid a chilly arm

around my shoulders. I shot him a grateful look. Despite his naturally cold temperature

(vampires ran cool), the hug was still comforting. Until his arm tensed around me.I glanced up

at his pinched brow. “What?”I followed his line of sight to the ambulance. Paramedics loaded

the body bag into the back while two familiar faces bent their heads together with a

firefighter.My stomach dropped. Of course Detective Inspectors Prescott and O’Brien would be

here, now that it appeared this wasn’t just a fire, but a death as well. They were police officers,

after all—it was their business to investigate, in case this was a crime scene. But I couldn’t help

curling my lip and wishing they’d move off. O’Brien was a seasoned cop with a grizzled visage

and tough demeanor that suggested to me he’d seen a lot in his years on the force.Prescott

was more complicated. I’d initially found him charming and sweet. We’d even gone on a date

together. But after I’d discovered him working alongside a vampire hunter and he’d grown

annoyed by my constant prying into police business, things had cooled between us.I glanced

up at Fitz, who stood stock still, his brows still pulled together in a frown. “What are they

saying?”Obviously, I couldn’t overhear their hushed conversation from the other side of the

police barricade, but Fitz with his vampire senses probably could.He lifted his brow as if some

tidbit had piqued his interest, then dipped his face close to mine and lowered his voice. Even

though I knew he had yet to step into the tearoom, the heavenly scents of rosemary and fresh

bread wafted off him. Must be embedded in his butler uniform.“Minnie?”I shook myself and

willed myself to stop being a creep and sniffing him. “Hm?”He flashed a quick grin, then

repeated, “I said, Prescott and O’Brien are speaking with the fire chief. Apparently, Aniya

Brown has been identified as the young woman in the body bag.”I hugged Tilda tighter to my

chest. Poor girl. “What was she doing inside the building?”Fitz shrugged. “I’m not sure they



know yet. But the chief did say they’ve found evidence of an accelerant.”My eyes widened. “It

was arson?”A man in front of me half-turned, and I winced and mouthed, “Sorry,” to Fitz.He

smiled back.The warm fuzzies his grin always gave me froze in my stomach, and ice flooded

my veins. I gripped Fitz's strong arm tight enough to get his attention.“Look,” I hissed, then

jerked my chin to the side street to our right.The vampire hunter, dressed in his signature look

of a trench coat and combat boots, lurked in the shadows. He peered around the corner, eyes

glued to the smoldering building, then seemed to catch DI Prescott’s eye.The detective gave

him a quick nod, then returned to speaking with the fire chief and his partner.Fitz stiffened.

“We’d best be getting to work.”I nodded and followed him through the crowd of onlookers,

threading in the opposite direction of the vampire hunter. While the man didn’t know Fitz was a

vampire and I was a witch—as far as I knew—neither of us cared to be any closer to him than

we had to.We made it to the other side of the crowd, and I felt some relief as we hurried toward

the winding alleyway that formed a shortcut to the back door of the tearoom, when a brusque

voice called out, “Miss Wells!”I winced and slowly spun around.Meow! Almost made your

escape.I shot Tilda a quick look, then plastered on a tight smile as Prescott and O’Brien strode

towards us. Fitz and I exchanged a look, then wordlessly formed a united front, standing

shoulder to shoulder.“Thought that was you.” O’Brien glared at me, his dark, intelligent eyes

sunk deep under a furrowed brow.Prescott hung slightly back, his dark skin tinged plum and

his eyes down. He flashed me a brief attempt at a smile. “Minnie.” His gaze darted to Fitz. “Mr.

Connors.” He looked between us. “You’re both here rather early.”I fought not to roll my eyes.

Was that jealousy I detected? I had to press my cold lips together to keep from telling him off.

First of all, it wasn’t any of his business who I dated, but it wasn’t even like that between Fitz

and me… yet. And even if it was, Prescott had told me in no uncertain terms that he had no

time to pursue a relationship and that he wanted me to back off all things police related.Good

luck with that.I lifted my chin and arched a brow. “Prescott.” I hoped my cool tone conveyed

exactly how little I cared for his commentary on my personal life.Fitz puffed up his chest and

stared the younger detective down. “Officers. Is there something we can assist you with?

Minnie and I must be getting to the tearoom.”O’Brien looked him up and down, then crossed

his arms. “Just wondering if you saw anything?” He jerked his head toward the smoking B&C

building behind him, then glared at me. “You seem to turn up at crime scenes often, Miss Wells.

Should I be concerned about that?”I shot him a flat look as Tilda flattened her ears and hissed

at him. Good kitty.“As you well know, I work just down the street.” I didn’t need to remind him of

that; he knew from investigating not one, but two different murders I’d been present for at the

tearoom. “I was on my way in just now, so no, I didn’t see anything.” Except for a vampire

hunter lurking about.Prescott and O’Brien looked to Fitz, who shook his head. “Afraid not,

gentlemen. As Minnie said, we were simply on our way to work.”He chose that moment to wrap

his arm around my shoulders again, heavily implying that we’d come together. I’d have

corrected him, except that I enjoyed the slightly gray color Prescott turned. Definitely

jealous.And while I was somewhat enjoying this little standoff between my vampire and the

detective, it was getting old fast. I cleared my throat. “Anything else?”O’Brien scowled but

huffed. “Not at the moment.”“Great.” I gave a little wave as Tilda hissed again. “Have a good

day.”Fitz and Prescott continued to glare at each other, so I grabbed Fitz’s chilly arm and

tugged him toward the alley. After we’d walked a few paces away, the hairs on the back of my

neck rose—as if I was being watched. I glanced back only to lock eyes with the vampire hunter,

who now stood on the edge of the crowd, watching us intently.I sucked in a breath and spun

around, hurrying on with Fitz. Was the vampire hunter following us? Did he know what we

were?3BUTLERS“Ahem.”I lifted my head from my folded arms and perked up when Fitz



pushed a steaming mug of coffee towards me.“I could kiss you.” As soon as I’d uttered the

words of gratitude for the caffeine I so desperately needed, it occurred to me how awkward that

was.I lifted the mug to my lips and took a sip, carefully avoiding eye contact with my handsome

boss. Thank goodness Tilda was already curled up in the basket of blankets next to the

fireplace in the dining room, so she couldn’t roast me.I lowered the mug and wrapped my

chilled hands around it as Fitz turned on the tearoom’s three ovens. Soon, the cozy kitchen

would be pleasantly warm, but I was still cold from having stood outside gawking at the fire for

so long.“So.” I drummed my nails on the coffee mug. “Why was the vampire hunter

there?”None of the (mostly) human butlers were in yet for their shifts, so we could talk openly

about all things supernatural.Fitz shrugged as he plucked up the copper kettle and filled it at

the porcelain farmhouse sink. “I’m as baffled as you are.” He shook his head as he bent his tall

frame over the sink. “Vampires are averse to fire, so I doubt any one of us had something to do

with setting that blaze.”I nodded. I’d been thinking the same thing. But the vampire hunter

wouldn’t have been sniffing about if he didn’t suspect some sort of supernatural interference.

Unless… “Maybe he was just trying to get Prescott’s attention for something unrelated to the

fire.” Seemed odd though, to be up so early at the crime scene. “Oh! Or maybe the victim

could’ve been a vampire?”Fitz jerked his head up to look at me, what little color he had

draining from his pale face. He turned off the tap, then set the kettle to boil. “It would be quite

devastating if the police secured the body of a vampire. It could expose all of us.”I quirked my

lips to the side and leaned forward on my stool, suddenly concerned for my friend. I was sure

the coroner would notice the elongated fangs and long-dead heart.Fitz leaned his back against

the counter and crossed his arms and ankles. “We should ask Gus if he knows of Aniya Brown.

He’s more involved in vampire society than I am.” Fitz shrugged. “I’ve never heard of her, but in

truth, that doesn’t signify much.”“Good idea.” I nodded, feeling slightly reassured. Of course, my

vampire roomie would be dead asleep (pardon the pun) by now, so we’d have to wait till

evening to ask him about it.“Minnie?”I blinked, suddenly called out of my musings back to the

present. “Hm?”Fitz leveled me a searching look. “I can tell your curiosity is piqued, but this isn’t

your concern. You don’t need to get involved.”I glared at him. Here it was again. Every time I

was lulled into being charmed by Fitz’s manners and gallantry, I was rudely jerked back to the

reality that those traits came hand in hand with his sexism.“Why? Because I’m a young woman

and it isn’t proper?”He glared right back. “No. Because you’re not a vampire or a detective.” His

expression softened. “Though I have to admit, you’re pretty good at cracking cases.”I threw my

hands up. “See? If you and Gus are in danger, it definitely becomes my concern.” I raised a

brow. “Don’t you want to figure out what’s going on before Prescott and that vampire hunter

do?”Fitz pressed his lips into a tight line. “I concede you have a point.”Besides, as a witch, I

was pretty sure the vampire hunter wouldn’t be my biggest fan, either. And I didn’t mention it to

Fitz, but I’d recently discovered that one of the young men working here as a butler was a lion

shifter. Leo and I weren’t sure if Fitz knew, but he’d asked me to keep his secret. I was pretty

sure Leo and his fellow shifters here in Bath (whom I knew nothing about) would be interested

to know a vampire hunter was stalking the streets.I took another sip of coffee, thinking of my

vision this morning. “And another thing.”Fitz shot me a look that said, “really? I already

conceded.”I pressed on. “Mim says I have a natural talent for scrying—it’s observation.” I lifted a

palm. “Detective work involves so much observation too, right? I mean that’s why I was even on

my way to the tearoom when I ran into you. I had a premonition about fire and you, and look—I

was right!”Fitz arched a brow as he lifted the whistling kettle from the stove (or hob, as he

called it). “You had a vision… about me? Is that why you were so relieved to see me?”My

cheeks grew hot, and I suddenly found my steaming mug fascinating. “Maybe…”Fitz sniffed,



and when I looked up, he stood straighter, his chest puffed up. I bit back a grin. I was alright

with it if that went to his head a bit.As my vampire boss spooned loose tea into a teapot, he

looked to the side. “Incoming.”I sat across the counter from him, puzzled, until the metal kitchen

door flew open, making me jump.“Does that mean no scones?” Calvin, our freckled youngest

butler, tramped in wearing a sweater and slacks. He pinched his blond brows together in

concern.“Course it means no scones, but it’s totally worth it. Cut carbs, and you’ll bulk up in no

time.” Leo, the short, stocky guy who was obsessed with eating clean (and was also a lion

shifter) followed him. He lifted a hand in greeting to Fitz and me, then turned his attention back

to Calvin. “Trust me, Rachel will love it.”Calvin frowned. He’d been dating his uni classmate,

Rachel, for months, and I found their young love adorable.I shook my head. “Don’t listen to him,

Calvin. Rachel already likes you just how you are.” I tipped my head to the side. “Besides, is

anything worth giving up Fitz’s scones for?”Calvin grinned, and my boss shot me a furtive

glance before a little color inked his cheeks. Leo crossed his beefy arms and huffed. “Fine.

Don’t listen to me. It’s not like I’m the guy who chest presses the heaviest weight at my gym or

anything.”Cho, who’d pushed in just behind them, coughed out a laugh. “Seriously?” He

clapped Leo on the shoulder before sliding past him toward the locker room where the guys

changed and kept their butler uniforms. “That’s your flex?” He winked at me, then spun to face

Leo. He shuffled backwards as he bowed over and over again. “All hail Leo the pec-ish, King of

the chest press at our local Fly Fitness.”Leo shot him a dark look and huffed as he followed

Cho and Calvin into the locker room. “Psh. I ditched that place. Too many lines.”“Wait!” I lifted

my arm, and Leo hesitated in the doorway, a thick brow cocked. “Um… could I chat with you

real quick?”Fitz shot me a questioning look, but Leo nodded and followed me out into the

dining room.This was awkward. I knew Leo was a lion shifter, but he’d asked me not to tell our

boss. Fitz, with his amazing senses, probably already suspected Leo was something other

than totally human. Leo himself had told me he knew right away, from the smell, that Fitz was a

vampire. He hadn’t realized I was a witch, though, until he’d walked in on me performing magic,

because he’d never smelled one before.So, there was a chance Fitz had never smelled a

shifter before and Leo’s secret was intact. Since I’d only recently learned I was a witch and had

yet to find a coven I fit in with, I was pretty out of touch when it came to supernatural etiquette

and the dynamics between witches, vampires, shifters, and whatever else went bump in the

night.Until Leo gave me the go-ahead to tell Fitz (or he confessed himself) I had to keep the

whole shifter thing on the down low. I pushed through the swinging door to the empty dining

room (we still had half an hour till we opened) and Leo followed.I lowered my voice to barely a

whisper, since vampires had excellent hearing. “Hey. That fire down the street, at the new

B&C? Fitz and I saw this guy who we know to be a vampire hunter lurking around.”Leo

scowled. “A hunter?”I shrugged. “I don’t know how all of this works, but I figured if the guy

hunts vampires…” I gestured between us. “Witches and shifters probably are somewhere on

his list of targets.”The stocky guy shook his head. “I’ve heard rumors of hunters, but never here

in Bath.” He raised his brows. “You actually saw him.”The hairs rose on the back of my neck as I

recalled locking eyes with the guy. “Yeah. And he saw me too.”Leo clapped a hand on my

shoulder and whispered, “Don’t worry. From what I’ve heard, most of these guys are like ‘ghost

hunters.’” He rolled his eyes. “They read one too many fantasy novels and think they’re the next

chosen on some mystical quest. In reality, they know nothing about the supernatural world.”I

wanted to believe him. It would certainly help relax the knot of anxiety in my stomach. “Sure.

Only, this guy seems to be working alongside DI Prescott.”Leo raised his brows. “That bloke

you went on a date with?”My cheeks burned, and I glanced over toward the crackling fireplace

and my little black cat curled up beside it in an attempt to hide my embarrassment. Prescott



had seemed so charming at first. While I didn’t have deep feelings for him, a date with him had

seemed fun and a great way to ease back into the game after my divorce. Unfortunately, the

night had ended in a murder, and now instead of warm fuzzies between us, there was only a

thick cloud of awkwardness and tension.I cleared my throat and turned back to Leo. “I just

thought I’d let you know in case you wanted to let your… um… pack know?”Leo stared at me,

a grin tugging at the corner of his mouth, until he burst out laughing. “My pack?”I shot a wide-

eyed look at him, then the door to the kitchen, and he seemed to get my hint that Fitz would

overhear. After he stopped giggling, he dropped his voice again. “Hey, my family is having a

party in a few days.” He lifted a broad palm. “It’s for Midwinter. You should come.”I edged back.

“I couldn’t intrude like that.”He snorted. “My family’s Persian. There’ll be like a hundred people

there.” He shot me an earnest look. “Besides, I figured it’d be a good way for you to learn a little

more about my cultures.” He raised his brows so I’d be sure to know he meant both of

them.“Oh.” I raised my brows back. “Will everyone there be a… um…?”He tipped his head side

to side. “Most, but not everyone. Thursday—plan on it.” He grinned. “You’ll have fun. Plus, my

mom and aunties are the best cooks.”I shot him a dubious look. “It’s not all carb, fat, and sugar

free, is it?”He chuckled and pushed back into the kitchen, leaving me to hope his family didn’t

share Leo’s dedication to fitness.4FIRE SALECling a-ling!The bell above the tea room’s door

tinkled, and I jerked my head up from gently, but quickly, packing tins of muffins into a padded

tote bag.“I thought you locked up.” I pressed my lips together and flashed my eyes at Cho. We’d

closed early today because we had an off-site catering job. It was possible the stress of

running behind in getting over to the Guildhall to cater this evening’s High Tea for the Bath

Preservation Society had made me a little stressed.Cho winced and hissed, “Sorry. I meant

to.”I huffed, then called out, “Hello?”The butlers froze, listening, though Fitz continued to fuss

over his steak and kidney pies. To be honest, I eyed anything containing kidney with suspicion,

but now that the golden-crusted pies were coming out of the oven and the whole kitchen

smelled of the savory dish, I had to admit I was rethinking my stance.“Hello?”I pressed my

eyes shut and let my shoulders slump. Great. Now I’d have to go chase off a customer, which

would only make us more late.Calvin jumped up from packing up a box full of scones, but I

beat him to the swinging door. “I’ve got it.” I shot him a grateful smile. “Thanks, though.”I pushed

through to the empty dining room and plastered on a smile as I sped up to the front. I’d hoped

to have time to run back to Gus’s and rinse off, but now I’d have no time. I smoothed my

sweater and pressed the curly, frizzly hairs back from my damp forehead. I’d worked up a

sweat packing and hauling baked goods and serving trays from the kitchen to Aldric’s van,

which he was letting us borrow. I made a mental note to talk to Fitz about getting our own van

for catering jobs. Maybe we could start doing deliveries.I rounded the corner and clasped my

hands, prepared to let this customer down as easily as I could, but relaxed at the sight of a

familiar face in front of the host stand.“Zoe!”“Minnie!” The thin, petite woman flashed me a grin

that shone against her dark skin. She glanced around the tearoom, then raised her black brows

at me. “Did I hit a lull or are you closed for the day?”I winced. “Apologies, but we’re closed early.

We’re catering an event this evening.”Her eyes grew wide, but she nodded and shot me a

cheeky smile. “Good for you. I’m so happy to see business picking up for you all and Fitz.”She

practically bounced in place. What had Zoe in such a good mood? I hadn’t known the owner of

All Wool & Good for long—she’d become a regular maybe a month or two ago—but the whole

time she’d been coming in, it seemed like a dark cloud hung over her. Now she was all

rainbows and sunshine.
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Darla, “An exceptional addition to the series!. Minnie is at it again....and in trouble. When a

young woman is found in the burned-out remnants of a building, Minnie discovers the victim

had vicious bites on her neck. And, Minnie has a long list of suspects. She knows the killer is

not her friend/roommate/landlord, Gus. And its not her "The Mr. Darcie-esgue" boss, Fitz, to

whom she's very attracted. Who burned down the building where the dead girl was found?

And why?Since it looks like a vampire was involved, she's "invited" to a vampire Council

meeting where the leader is included in her list of suspects. Since she's already been

snooping....er sleuthing, she is asked by DI Prescott to help the vampire hunter find the killer/

arsonist.How can she keep her friends safe and look as though she's helping the police? What

about her attraction to Fitz? Can she bring him out of his Recency Era thinking regarding

romance? Read this fun book but please, start at the beginning of the series so you'll fall in

love with these characters as I have.  You won't want to miss a single page.”
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And the handsome Fitz remains ever the gentleman, always looking out for his Minnie.Good

read. Looking forward to the next in the series.”
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discovers that a vision she had is coming true and that a hunter is among them. So what will

happen? If you think I am going to spoil your reading, you are kidding right? You will have to

get the book to find out what happens, but I can tell you it is a great book, the characters are

consistent and the plot is easy to follow. Ms. Johnson is an awesome author. So don't walk,

run to your computer and get the book, it is worth it!!!  Thank you.”

Sierraflowr, “Everyone Has Secrets. Well first off Minnie gets closer to Fitz! Yeah! You go girl!

So much happens in this book it’s hard to wrap things up in a concise paragraph! I love that we

learn a bit more about Bath in this book. It sounds like sub h a cozy place, doesn’t it? There’s
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few things out about a fire that happens a few doors down from the tea-shoppe. She finally

begins to trust herself more, which is a good thing.Loved the way things wrapped up and it sets

the stage for other books.”

Catsinacradle, “Tunnels of love?. Mine's back & trouble's not far behind. When a recently

renovated historic building falls victim to fire, Minnie suspects the wealthy businessman owner,



the smarmy Spaulding. But when a body of a young employee is found inside, Minnie's in full

sleuthing mode. Despite Inspectors Prescott & O'Brien warning her off, she won't stop. When it

turns out a vampire killed her & with the vampire hunter still around, Minnie is determined to

keep her supernatural friends safe. But Minnie's in for an even bigger surprise in a story full of

twists, turns & tunnels.”

Mychael O'Brien, “Sleuth Versus Snoop. Minnie thinks that she’s a sleuth, while most folks

think she’s a snoop. Either way, she figures things out before the police do. This time a building

near the tea shop is severely damaged by a fire. In addition, the body of a young woman is

found with bite marks on her neck. But aren’t vampires afraid of fire? See if you can solve the

case before Minnie does. An excellent read; I highly recommend it.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Finally!. Been waiting for someone to make a move. Between, a murder,

arson, shifters & vampires, witch Minnie & her familiar Tilda have their hands full with this

mystery. Romance is on the back burner, or is it?Good story except now, I have to wait until

mid September for the next book!”

Sherry/Ron, “Awesome. Always love these books I keep them in my Kindle so I can reread

them any time. I am hooked BIG time. No I have to wait for the next one to come out but it’s

worth the wait!”

suegnu, “Another winner Ø<ßÆ bar one thing. How much did I enjoy, about 95%, reason being

BUILDER'S TEA is not in any shape or form Earl Grey with milk and sugar. It is another tea

altogether, often own as breakfast tea. Earl Grey with lemon slice, no sugar if you absolutely

must a very litt!e milk. Its been bugging me through all the books other then that I think they

are brilliant and am looking forward to the next”

p wheeler, “What a delight. I chose this rating as this book was a joy to read from start to

finish .I have enjoyed all of the books in this series .Erin keeps you on your toes guessing and

the romance between Minnie and Fitz is slow but keeps you on your toes with a little bit further

on in every book.I would recommend this series of you like a bit of who done it and romance

with some laughs”
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